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n December 21,2013, For Neuts
published an article posing the
question, 'End of the line for
the lead bullet?'Now, we have

all read articles about the pros and cons of
using lead bullets and shot over the years,
but there is a major shift of attitude and
resources afoot in the United States towards
the use of lead-alternative bullets, at least in
centrefire rifle application. According to the
article, the entire US Military wil be using
lead-alternative bullets by 2018 and that
lead component bullets will not be used, at
least for hunting purposes, by 2019. Indeed,
the statement was made thal24 of.lhe 52
US states have already signed up, with the
remainder expected to fall into line.

The article does not make it clear as to
whether America's 20 million competi
tion and range shooters will be caught up
in these sweeping changes. Howeve4 the
commitment by many US manufacturers
to signiflcantly ramp up production facili-
ties for conventional bullets would seem to
suggest this might not be the case. After all,
lead shot is still being used in competitive
shooting on shotgun ranges, despite the US
banning its use for waterfowl hunting years
ago.

Strangely, the impetus for this dramatic
change has notbeen made clear. Much ofthe
discussion aDpears to surround the subject
of lead smelting and production, \Mith the last
of the lead smelters in the US being closed
down by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) late last year. There is little
discussion of the use of lead in bullets per se.
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Apparently, as a result of the last of the
l20-year-old smelter operations (unable

to comply with the new EPA require-
ments) closing, all lead products such as car
batteries and the like will, it would seem,
now have to be imported. The implications
for a whole raft of essential lead-based
products for the US economy is substantial
indeed, but despite the protestations of a
number of fearful reactionaries, most bullet
production derives its lead from rerycled
sowces (car batteries, etc), rather than virgin
material, and this source isn't evaporating
any time soon. Lead ore smelting may have
come to an end in the US, but lead product
importation and recycling certainly haven't.

The problem for the US in relation to any
change in bulleVammunition manufacture is
that the US is a staggering proportion of the

world's demand for commercial ammunition
- reportedly 90 to 93 per cent. Clearly, there
isn't the capacity tlroughout the rest of the
world to supply the US market with bulletV
ammunition, and the US would hardly accept
total dependency on overseas suppliers for
their most basic military consumable.

So what is the alternative? These changes
must have been planned a very long time
ago, as in 2010, the US Military started its
migration over to copper projectiles in the
5.56mm round. The copper 7.62mm round
for the M14 is scheduled for introduction
this year.

The implications forAustralia are not
plain to we civilians just yet, but it is hard
to imagine our military not falling in behind
the US given the expectation for consumable
and platform compatibility. Furthermore,
and regardless of where in the world a

supplier is located, conformance to the new
standard will be mandatory if supply to the
US market is intended. This will make any
possible legislative or regulatory implication
almost irrelevant, as it is likely that the new-
generation bullets are going to be the stan-
dard applied through the supply chain. Given
that Australia's (and the rest of the world's)
dependence on US supply for much ofour
sporting ammunition, it is inevitable that we
will end up following the US, whether we
like it or not.
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This pending situation goes a long way
to eplainiag why shooters in the US have
beenhrying up big and hoarding ammuni-
tim sryplies, interrupting substantially
Foduct availability here in Australia and the
rest of the world. Some brands are, for all
idents and purposes, now unavailable here,
rit otJrers decreasing the range of product
dered and supplies of even popular lines
somewhat patchy. Undoubtedly, the supply
,,1 conventional product will balance itself
out both here and in the US in the short to
medium term, and this is likely to be just in
time for the new-generation product supply
to become established, albeit with the inevi-
table glitches that will occur on the way.

So what does all this mean? From a tech-
nical perspective, copper is a different mate-
rial to conventional swaged, jacketed lead
bullets and naturally behaves differently. It is
harde4, toughe4 lighter and unquestionably
a more expensive material. Production costs
will be higher as new techniques for produc-
tion are sorted out and the development and
investment costs amortised.

At the moment, copper bullets are
commonly being made through one of two
primary methods. The first is to swage
sintered copper (and other metal powders)
into a conventional metal jacket. This tech-
nique may well be, once refined, suited
for varminting, although early commercial
attempts did have their developmental
problems.

The other method better suited to
medium-game hunting is to turn a projectile
out ofcopper orbrorze rod on a computer
numerical controlled (CNC) machine. The
problem with that is that they can only be
made one at a time. It is a slow and expen-
sive way to do things, even if the results
can lift bullet performance to a whole new
level.

The article makes it clear that the new-
generation copper bullets are going to cost
significantly more, with the US Military
budgeting for an increase of $20 million per
year in the price of projectiles alone. From
a sporting perspective, these bullets are
likely to be on par with premium hunting
bullets (many of which are already mono-
metal copper orbronze), but a massive price
increase over economy product. The implica-
tion for such demand on base metal copper
pricing is anyone's guess, but it doesn't take
Einsfern to forecast that significant price
increase is on the way and that we'll be
paying it.

In addition, due to the different nature of
copper and copper bullet production, it is
almost inevitable that there are going to be
'adjustments' to specifications for flrearms
and cartridges over the longer term. In the

short term, bullet manufacturers are going
to do their very best to make sure their
bullets work well in the millions of current
platforms out there in the marketplace, but
in the longer term, changes to rifle barrel
twist rates, powders and cartridge capacrty
are inevitable.

Copper bullets are lighter for length than
swaged lead bullets and often require a
faster twist rate to stabilise. They also, by
necessity, encroach further into carhidge
case capacity. Brass (or machine bronze) is
even lighter again. Indeed, this process has
already staited. Ever wondered why.308
Wnchester rifles are increasingly coming
out of the US in one in 10" twist barrels
when the SAAMI industry standard is one in
12"? Many European manufacturers moved
to an 11" twist standard years ago. Why?
A cynic might strggest that carrying one
barrel twist for a1l the various .3O8-calibre
cartridges reduces manufacturer inventory
holdings, but it is just as likely to have been
introduced to accommodate the lighter-for-
length bullets, such as the plastic'ballistic
tipped'and monometal bullets. It was not to
enable the use of a 240-gain conventional
projectile out of a .308 Wnchester!

So, if you were wondering why there
seems to be a'sudden interest'in copper
bullets and an increase in new-generation
bullet manufacturers around the world,
this Fox News article goes a long way to
explaining the outbreak.

As with any new technology, marketing
departments from large companies will be
beating the drum about the 'newest', 'latest
and greatest', 'be all and end all', 'state-
of-the-art' technological advancements,
despite being available in Europe and Africa
for decades. We have of course heard it
all before. The switch to copper or bronze
bullets will also encourage every machinist
in the country with an interest in shooting
to try their hand at bullet making. Bullet
making is not as easy as it might seem.
Proper bullet design is a substantially more
dfficult science indeed. It will be interesting
to see where all this goes. The implica-
tions for reloaders is another topic again,
but needless to say, these changes, like all
change, will require adjustments to the way
we do things.

It is easy to respond emotionally and
argue that the current technology was 'not
broken', and the often overstated implica-
tions of using lead projectiles is not substan-
tiated, so why fix it. Who knows, but it does
appear that this train has left the station.
When I was a child playing hide and seek,
the frenetic countdown, once completed,
was always announced with the declaration
'coming, ready or not!'So is engine 20lg! a


